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James Weatherill served as an Army helicopter pilot in Vietnam from November 1967 to
November 1968. His memoir, THE BLADES CARRY ME: Inside the Helicopter War in Vietnam,
takes the reader into the CH-47 Chinook helicopter cockpit and the daily life of a 22-year-old
pilot.The young man must reconcile his ideals of patriotism, courage, and honor with the reality
and politics of a war where victory is measured by body-count ratios instead of territory gained
or lost. When it's time to go home, he realized he'll leave more than war behind.On the home
front, the pilot's wife, Annie, provides a counterpoint as a pregnant college senior and military
spouse during an unpopular war. With letters and tape recordings their sole means of
communication, how will they grow up without growing apart.

"The woman who accidentally explained poverty to the nation." —The Huffington Post“[A]
whipsmart woman’s firsthand account of what it looks and smells and tastes and feels like to be
living in poverty …brilliant and to the point. You won’t soon forget her voice or her message.” —
Entertainment Weekly“Funny, sarcastic, full of expletives, and most of all outrageously
honest. . . . Tirado has a way with words that’s somehow both breezy and blunt.” —
BusinessWeek“In this riveting memoir, Tirado shares in vivid detail what it's like to be a college
graduate in the throes of poverty.” —Women’s Health Magazine"Must-read...powerful." —Good
Housekeeping“Educative . . . Tirado’s raw reportage offers solidarity for those on the front lines
of hardship yet issues a cautionary forewarning to the critical: ‘Poverty is a potential outcome for
all of us.’ Outspoken and vindictive, Tirado embodies the cyclical vortex of today’s struggle to
survive.” —Kirkus Reviews“Tirado tells it like it is… Enthralling and horrifying, this should be
required reading for policymakers.”—Booklist, starred review“In Hand to Mouth, [Tirado] uses
her piercing insight, coupled with a confessional but unrepentant voice, to open a nuanced and
deeply unsettling window into poverty in the U.S.” —Ms. Magazine“This book should inspire
important discussion.” —Library Journal“The great thing about writing is that it doesn’t
discriminate, with regard to race or gender or anything, class included. Being rich and
advantaged doesn’t mean you won’t be cruelly exposed on paper as a pompous fraud.
Conversely, if you write well, being broke and tired won’t prevent your talent and mental clarity
from shining through. Linda Tirado is just a terrific writer. There’s a crucial passage in Hand to
Mouth where Linda asks why we all can’t at least just agree that someone has to do the grunt
work, and that there’s dignity in that, too. With this strong and unembarrassed account of her life
on the edges of poverty Linda single-handedly re-takes some of the dignity that has been
stripped from people without means in this singularly greed-dominated, most mean-spirited
generation in America’s history. Honesty has its own power and this is a most honest book.
Everyone who thinks things are just fine in this country should read it.” —Matt Taibbi, New York



Times bestselling author"Linda Tirado tells it like it is for tens of millions of America's low-wage
workers—a group that's growing even as America's billionaires rake in ever more of the nation's
total income and wealth. The top hedge-fund partner got $3.5 billion in 2013. That came to
$1,750,000 an hour. Yet somehow we can't even raise the minimum wage. Read what Linda has
to say and you'll understand it's not because Linda or other low-wage workers somehow
deserve to be treated this way any more than the $3.5 billion hedge-fund deserves his pay. The
game is rigged and we must un-rig it." —Robert B. Reich, former U.S. Secretary of Labor,
national bestselling author of Aftershock“When our economy and our democracy are both
broken, the story Linda Tirado writes here is simply known as real life for millions of Americans
who are going broke every day and feel ignored by our government. Every American deserves
an equal seat at the table in the halls of power and a wage that can put food on the dinner
table. Hand to Mouth should serve as a red flag to the politicians in Washington and the
millionaires on Wall Street, this is why we the people are mad as hell, and we’re not going to take
it anymore.” —Cenk Uygur, Host of The Young Turks (www.tytnetwork.com)“For those who have
never had the experience, Tirado’s book allows you to hear, smell, taste, feel and visualize life as
a minimum wage worker. It also leaves you with two inescapable conclusions. First, poverty can
happen to anyone—even if you are born into the middle class. Second, you can educate people
until you are blue in the face, but as long as there are jobs that require sweeping floors, flipping
burgers, or waiting tables, we will never eliminate poverty until everyone who works is paid a
living wage.” —Robert Creamer, Democracy Partners, author of Stand Up Straight: How
Progressives Can Win“Hand to Mouth delivers the message to America’s poorest citizens, ‘You
are not alone,’ and it represents a wake-up call to the world’s wealthiest individuals that income
inequality has dangerous economic consequences for real people. It is an insightful, heart-
wrenching, and at times laugh-out-loud look into how a third of our fellow Americans are living as
poor people in an economy that only serves the top 1%. If you can afford to purchase this book,
you will be peering into a world you likely have never known and definitely will never forget.
Tirado’s words read like a conversation over coffee, but she delivers a devastating blow to our
current economic assumptions equivalent to a modern day Oliver Twist or The Jungle.” —Ryan
Clayton, Executive Director, Wolf-PAC.com"She is refreshingly infuriated. She acknowledges her
faults, but she hones a constructive resentment to cut through her chronic depression, sharpen
her wit and tune her X-ray vision into the disparities of power and money. She maps the chain
reactions that lead families from one setback to another."--The New York Times“A terrific
writer...A most honest book. Everyone who thinks things are just fine in this country should read
it.”—Matt Taibbi, New York Times bestselling author of The Divide“You won’t soon forget her
voice or her message.”—Entertainment Weekly“Enthralling and horrifying, this should be
required reading for policymakers.”—Booklist (starred review)“[An] unapologetic explanation for
why she and other poor people do what they do. It’s funny, sarcastic...and most of all
outrageously honest.”—Bloomberg BusinessweekAbout the AuthorLinda Tirado is a completely
average American with two kids and, until recently, two jobs. Her essay “Why I Make Terrible



Decisions, or, Poverty Thoughts” was picked up by the Huffington Post, the Nation, and
countless other publications, and was read by more than six million people. This is her first book.
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Kudos for The Blades Carry Me“[The author] writes a memoir/history book about not only his
experiences as a U.S. Army Chinook helicopter pilot in Vietnam — one of the finer books on …
helicopter activity in that war — but also as a humanist and his reactions to the war … A thrilling
suspenseful adventure [story] and a bow to the constancy of marriages that survived…. Highly
Recommend.”–Grady Harp Ebook Library Hall of Fame Top 500 Reviewer“The tone retains the
spirit of spontaneity; confidence, competitiveness, and humor inherent in youth … The scenes in
Vietnam present a tight and convincing package of what it was like to fly the Chinook in
combat.”–Henry Zeybel, Vietnam Veterans of America“[The authors] have written a book that is
unique when it comes to a memoir of the Vietnam War….[It’s] a well written and engaging
reading experience and I highly recommend it.”–John Penny for The VHPA AviatorVietnam
Helicopter Pilots Association“I still have butterflies.… The Blades Carry Me is a unique
contribution to the great body of Vietnam War literature. I especially recommend it to anyone
curious about the human beings who fought the war because in this book one experiences the
entire spectrum of human personality.”–Robbie Grayson III, Traitmaker Founder/CEO“Weatherill
reconstructed the dialogue authentically, with the lingo (and larger issues) of that unique time
and place.”–John P. Jones III, Ebook Library Top 1000 Reviewer Vine Voice“The Things They
Carried, a collection of short stories about a platoon of American soldiers in Vietnam, was a
finalist for a Pulitzer Prize. The Blades Carry Me … is as good.”–Jan W. Steenblik, Technical
Editor, Air Line Pilots Association International“The … authors … take turns telling their part of
the story, which is intertwined like dancers moving effortless together, then apart, then together
again.”–Judge, 22nd Annual Writer’s Digest Self-Published Book AwardsTHE BLADES CARRY
METHE BLADES CARRY MEINSIDE THE HELICOPTER WAR IN VIETNAMJames V.
WeatherillwithAnne WeatherillWXILLWORDS PRESSTHE BLADES CARRY ME: INSIDE THE
HELICOPTER WAR IN VIETNAMJames V. Weatherill with Anne WeatherillCopyright © 2014 by
James V. Weatherill and Anne WeatherillAll Rights ReservedCover photo courtesy of Jerry
Sears.Map of Vietnam drawn by James V. Weatherill.Chinook logo from a photograph taken by
James V. Weatherill.All rights reserved. This book was self-published by the authors James V.
Weatherill and Anne Weatherill under WxillWords Press. No part of this book may be reproduced
in any form by any means without the express written permission of the authors. This includes
reprints, excerpts, photocopying, recording, or any future means of reproducing text, except in
the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews.Published in the United
States by WxillWords PressLibrary of Congress Control Number: 2014903147Printed by
CreateSpace, a DBA of On-Demand Publishing, LLCTo those who came home, those who
didn’t,and those who waitedJames V. Weatherill in VietnamMap of VietnamContentsAuthor’s
Notes  xiAcknowledgements  xiiiPart 1: November 19671. Letting Go and Hanging On 
3Part 2: December 1967356 Days to Go2. The Way It Works  133. Links to Home  244.
Merry Christmas  28Part 3: January 1968325 Days to Go5. A Fine Line  336. A Low



Profile  377. Puppies and Fools  418. Dishonorable Proposition and Tet  44Part 4:
February 1968294 Days to Go9. Night Flight  5110. Against the Odds   5711. Problems,
Promotion, Practical Jokes 70Part 5: March 1968265 Days to Go12. A Little Recreation 
8313. All in a Day’s Work  9014. A Brief Taste of Freedom  9415. Nightmares and
Firepower  9916. Unexpected Reprimand  104Part 6: April 1968234 Days to Go17. Mortar
Attack  11118. It’s a Girl  11319. Buried Alive  11820. Points of No Return and a Baptism
12821. Long Night in the Central Highlands 131Part 7: May 1968204 Days to Go22. Game of
Cards  14523. A Ticket Home  15124. War Gets Personal  155Part 8: June 1968173 Days to
Go25. Promotion and Change of Command 16726. In the Roots  17427. Over the Line 
18028. Resupplies and Goodbyes  185Part 9: July 1968143 Days to Go29. Recovery 
19530. Hawaii Is to the East  202Part 10: August 1968112 Days to Go31. Two Head Home 
20732. Short on Pilots, Long on War  209Part 11: September 196881 Days to Go33. Too Old
for Youth  21934. Goodbye, My Friend  223Part 12: October 196851 Days to Go35. Chemical
Consequences  227Part 13: November 196820 Days to Go36. Final Days  24137. Ambush 
24438. Home  251Postscript  257Epilogue  259Glossary  261Authors’ Bios  267Author’s
NotesMy purpose is to promote awareness of the contributions of Chinook helicopter crews to
the Vietnam War and aviation history.People and events are based on my recollections, flight
records, letters, tapes, and experience as an Army CH-47 Chinook helicopter pilot in Vietnam.
Missions flown and living conditions depicted are typical for personnel at that time. I apologize
for timelines that may be off.Chinook pilots normally did not have individual call signs. Instead,
they used the helicopters’ tail numbers. To avoid confusion I chose to assign a personal call sign
to the pilots and myself.People are composites. Conversations are re-created and represent the
way we spoke. Names and identifying characteristics are changed to protect each person’s
privacy and right to tell his own story.Military families who support their service members from
afar have their own untold stories. Annie, my wife, agreed to add her perspective for the year she
waited.Four and a half decades is a long, emotional journey back, and memories are fallible,
even blank at times, no matter the prodding. Together, Annie and I gathered the strength to open
the footlocker of letters and tapes we had kept all these years. In the process, we exorcised
some ghosts and now understand better what happened to each of us in
1968.AcknowledgementsCover photoJerry Sears took the cover photo during the movement of
a firebase in the Central Highlands of Vietnam in 1968. A CH-47A Chinook helicopter removes a
cannon and an ammo piggyback load. Charred and collapsed bunkers bear witness to the
magnitude of the battle fought on this ground.Preparation of vintage slides and cover and logo
designs courtesy of David Satterwhite.In appreciationThank you to Charles Donahue; Cathy and
Dennis Foose; Cmdr. Robert E. Forest, USN, retired; Robbie Grayson III; Roger Lesch; Jonathan
Payne; Gretchen R. Ray; Alan Rinzler; Karl Rubinstein; Capt. Charles Savournin; Gil and Col.
Marie Moore Shelden, US Army, retired; Jean and Lt.Col. Larry Whipple, USMC, retired.The war
comes like a thin blade cutting;Slicing like a draft at the doors of our lives.We use our youth to
block its way.PART 1NOVEMBER 1967-1-Letting Go and Hanging OnRiverside, CaliforniaAnnie



and I are at my parents’ home, in the bedroom where my older brother and I shared adolescent
dreams and secrets, and planned grand adventures. A balsa wood plane still dangles from the
ceiling above the bed on my side of the room.“There, did you feel it?” Beneath the covers, Annie
presses my hand tighter against her belly.“No,” I say, bemused by the thought that somebody no
bigger than my thumb could make enough commotion to be felt from outside. I snuggle my chest
against Annie’s spine and breathe into the back of her neck. “It’s probably just gas.”Her elbow
shoots back and wings me in the ribs. Her belly transmits a fleeting series of thumps to the palm
of my hand.“God, it is real!” I lean into her, pushed by solid wonder.I feel her body stiffen, and in
a choked whisper she says, “He’s part of you that will stay here with me—that I can hang onto.
He’ll have your smile and your licorice curls.”But I envision a skinny little girl with strawberry-
blonde hair and a sprinkle of freckles; a kite tugging at the string in her hand, taunting her to let it
join the clouds.Annie turns over to face me. “You’ll come back to us?”I’m not superstitious, but
I’m afraid to answer. I leave tomorrow. I have a ticket to Vietnam in my pocket. My thumb-size
ticket to immortality cavorts, oblivious, in my wife’s womb. Engulfed by the mystery of it all, I
sleep as time circles the earth. In a blink it’s tomorrow.My mother stands in front of the kitchen
sink and squints out the window into the bright Southern California morning. She’s said less and
less as my thirty-day leave counted down to day zero. She lights a filter cigarette and looks at
me. “You’ll be careful, won’t you?” she asks in a husky voice.“Yeah, Ma, I will.” I pick up a plate
and stack on some pancakes.She passes me the syrup. Then, her cigarette hanging from her
lips, she fidgets with the rosary in her apron pocket.“It’s okay with me if you wear that rosary out,
you know.”“I’m scared, son.”“So am I.”Riverside, California: AnnieJim and I climb into the family
Oldsmobile with his parents and sister. Fred drives and Marie sits in the front passenger seat. I
snuggle in the back seat next to Jim. He puts his arm around me and squeezes my shoulder. I
lean into his chest. The fabric of his uniform is rough on my cheek.His sixteen-year-old sister,
Janie, sits like granite on the other side of me and stares out the window. She’s made it clear she
blames me for her brother’s half-baked decision to enlist in the middle of a war. But she’s wrong;
his score on the college deferment exam put him in the bull’s-eye for the draft. Enlisting is a
preemptive move toward his dream of flying.Jim and I cling to each other as we move through
the small Ontario International Airport terminal. I study his face to burn his essence into my
memory. He releases me to give Janie a hug and kiss. Then, he shakes his father’s hand. Fred,
retired military, salutes, and Jim returns the honor. He grabs me again, and melts me with his
embrace and kisses. Then, he turns to his mother.Marie reaches up to her son. I see pain in her
eyes and tension in her body as she struggles with her feelings. She releases Jim and clears her
throat. “You will be careful,” she commands and pleads simultaneously.“Yeah, Ma, I will.” His
eyes moisten, and he turns to climb the stairs to the airplane.Now, Marie has seen two
generations—husband and son—go to war. A step behind, I send my husband off to Vietnam. I
pray that someday I will not have to send our child into battle, too.We stay to watch the airplane
lift off, and then we drive back to Riverside, where I will stay with Jim’s family while I finish my
senior year of college. Fred changes cars and drives to work. Janie takes off with a friend.“Let’s



get our hair done,” Marie suggests and forces a smile.A salon Marie frequents coincidentally has
two empty chairs. My hairdresser drones on and on about problems with her current boyfriend.
How I envy that he is still within her reach, even for the luxury of an argument. I sit with my hands
on my belly and concentrate on nudges from the life that combines Jim’s DNA and mine.As I pay
at the reception desk, Marie whispers something to the hairdresser. The hairdresser blushes,
puts her hand to her mouth, and looks at me as if I had just been diagnosed with some fatal
disease. “I’m sorry. I didn’t realize,” she begins.“It’s okay,” I interrupt and bolt for the
door.Somewhere near the International Date LineThe Pacific Ocean gleams with starlight, and
the cloudless sky melts into the black water. The flight is already six hours, and we’re only
halfway across. Soldiers sleep all around me. I close my eyes and recall my journey from
college.I’m in the Army recruiting office in San Bernardino, California, volunteering for helicopter
flight school. Two days later, I’m on a loaded Greyhound bus headed for the government
induction center in Los Angeles. The first test is given to about 800 of us in a room the size of a
high school gymnasium. Half survive for the second test. Day two, I work through flying,
cartography and spatial orientation. Day three, the remaining thirty-three of us take a flight
physical; seven pass. Then, I’m interviewed by a panel of Army officers. If they decide they want
me, I must decide if I want them. We both say yes.A week earlier, I was a university student on
summer break. Now, I’m in line behind the pied piper of last options. I remember the adage, “Be
careful what you wish for.” I look at the pool of youth around me and realize I’ve been drawn out
in a cup.Riding on a Southern Airways DC-3, I arrive for basic training at Fort Polk, Louisiana,
and 1966 Louisiana “White Only” drinking fountains. Then comes helicopter flight school and
gallons of sweat in Mineral Wells, Texas. On leave back in California, I kneel with Annie at the
altar—a “2” painted on the soles of my Army shoes visible to the congregation—then take her to
Texas.After a transfer to Fort Rucker, Alabama, for instrument, formation, survival and Huey
helicopter training, I receive my wings and commission as a Warrant Officer 1. I’m selected for
CH-47 Chinook transition and learn to fly the large, twin engine cargo helicopter. When that
training ends, I have thirty days to take care of personal business before I queue up for the
Pacific crossing.A hand shakes my shoulder. “Sir, wake up, please.”“Huh. What’s wrong?”“You
were talking in your sleep.” The sergeant beside me answers. “Something about flight school.
You were getting pretty loud. I thought I should wake you.”Outside, the sun peeks over the
horizon behind us. “Where are we?” I ask.“The stewardess said another five hours to
Saigon.”“Five hours, huh? Thanks again for the heads up.”“No problem, Sir. Maybe someday
you’ll give me a ride in your helicopter.”“Any time.”I doze off and on and wake to pressure pain in
my ears. Out my window the water ends, and Asia begins.Riverside, California: AnnieOur dog,
Bonnie, presses her nose to the glass patio door and bites her lip. She refuses to eat. She will
not let me out of her sight except for her vigil at the door. I push the door slightly open. Bonnie
turns away and politely wags her tail.I lean down and rub behind her ears. “Good girl, Bon. It’s
okay,” I encourage her.Her ears perk up, but her eyes are flat.I kneel down and put my arms
around her neck. “Me, too,” I whisper in her ear.VietnamOur World Airways plane arrives at the



Tan Son Nhut Airport, Saigon, Republic of Vietnam, give or take the International Date Line, the
day before Thanksgiving 1967; Vietnam, the new mailing address, the new order, the Far East
under my feet. Welcome to grinding gears and revving engines; blue and black exhaust clouds
from every machine; paved and dirt streets crammed with people on bicycles and old Lambretta
motor-scooters; storefront signs with letters that baffle me; people speaking a sing-song
language.Welcome to life recycled: homes sheathed with discarded aluminum; lamps from
howitzer casings; children’s kites from parachute panels dyed red, green, gold; people in blue,
black, yellow and white clothes that look like silky, airy, pajamas; round pyramid hats made of
reeds, and sandals from old tire tread.Welcome to a stench that rides the wind and makes us
new guys cough and gag; life in a malaria-filled Asian purgatory where some might never get
cured. Fixed wing aircraft mix with helicopters overhead. Razor sharp coils of concertina wire
encircle our compounds, gun positions every hundred feet, minefields, trip-flares, board
sidewalks like Atlantic City. Sandbags piled around beds make blinds from night fights and
whistling mortars.Welcome to the distortion of waking crazed and not knowing if the dream is
really over, mixed with whiskey, 86-proof relief in $2 bottles―a volatile norm.Your age doesn’t
matter. Nothing matters except breathing, and air is normally drawn through a tobacco tube of
some sort. Yeah, welcome to Southeast Asia.Pacing in transient hooches, sleeping quarters, I
watch insects crawl across floors—large insects with unknown names. The sun is bright, but I
don’t notice until night, and night is filled with longing.Riding helicopters and fixed wing aircraft, I
work my way in country through Saigon, Long Binh, Phan Thiet, Nha Trang, Tuy Hoa, and finally
land in Phu Hiep. Having been three days in country, I get to the 180th Assault Support
Helicopter Company.In my descent into Vietnam, people who befriended me during our journey
from America are cut from our group: three in Long Binh, slice; four more in Phan Thiet, slice; two
in Nha Trang and then only me. Now, no one knows my name. I feel invisible.“Mister Weatherill?”
a corporal asks as I step off the Huey that deposits me and my baggage in Phu
Hiep.“What?”“Are you Mister Weatherill?”“I am.”“Please follow me, Sir. I’ll take you to the
transient hooch. You’ll in-process tomorrow morning. They’ll move you to permanent hooch
later.” My footlocker still in transit somewhere, the corporal swings my duffel-bag onto his
shoulder.“Any place to get some food, Corporal?” I ask, looking around in the dark.“I’ll take you
to the mess, Sir. It’s after hours but I’ll get you some sandwiches. You can get a drink at the
officers’ bar. I’ll take you there, too. Almost all the crews are away on missions, but the bar is
always open. It’s sort of a tradition.”I follow the corporal, like a puppy with a new master, to my
temporary quarters and drop my duffel. Then we go to the mess, where I inhale two ham
sandwiches.“What would you like, Sir?” the corporal asks, as we enter the officers’ bar.“Scotch,
please.”He pours me a glass of scotch and I take it back to the transient hooch. I nurse it as long
as I can before I fall asleep.In the morning, I walk into an unfamiliar routine. I feel fully grown but
that I know nothing. Then life changes. They hand me a pistol, a survival kit and different colored
malaria pills. I get a cloth “blood chit,” with an image of a U.S. flag and a notice in dozens of
languages offering a reward to anyone who offers aid if I’m shot down. There’s more: a flak



jacket, a chest plate designed to slow down bullets, a ballistic flight helmet and plastic
maps.Seven days from lying in my wife’s arms and feeling my immortality, I’m flying with an
instructor pilot, learning how to sling load a cannon from one firebase to another. Seven days
from my small, growing family, to bullets and mortars and trying not to die from small new-guy
mistakes.Riverside, California: AnnieIt’s been eight days since Jim’s departure. He’s somewhere
in Vietnam now. His absence creates a palpable void that demands to be filled. I’ve already
written several letters. His family and I eagerly await his letters and tape recordings. It’s
understood that I’ll share with his parents his communications to me. It seems a fair exchange
for a place to stay, and my Italian mother-in-law will make sure I eat regularly. We will joyfully
welcome evidence that Jim was fine when he sent his letters and tapes, but brace ourselves for
the anxiety of not knowing how he is at the moment we read or hear his words.Jim’s father and I
have become news junkies with insatiable cravings for tangible connections to him. We grasp at
any information. Television newscasts, the newspaper boy and the mailman are our suppliers.
Each evening, transfixed by monochrome flickers of the television screen, we sit on the couch,
and Bonnie lies on Fred’s feet. We cringe at ads for feminine hygiene products and hemorrhoid
relief as we scan each broadcast with hope and dread for even a glimpse of Jim. Unsuccessful,
we are torn between relief and dismay.Today, I spot a headline in the newspaper. A Chinook was
shot down. I give the paper to Fred when he gets home from work. He glances at the headline
and takes the paper to his bedroom.PART 2DECEMBER 1967356 DAYS TO GO-2-The Way It
WorksVietnamA common wall of concertina wire joins our base to the west side of the village of
Phu Hiep. East of Phu Hiep is the South China Sea, north is Tuy Hoa Air Force Base, and south
is a contingent of Koreans with the White Horse Division. The base lies halfway down the coast
of South Vietnam from the DMZ (the demilitarized zone between North and South Vietnam), or
up the coast from Saigon, depending on how you look at a map.Our hooches are made of
lapstrake wood planking with corrugated steel roofs and mosquito netting at the eaves. Hooch
numbers are stenciled on screen doors. The hooches wrap like a giant U around a sand
courtyard. At the base of the U is a breezeway shortcut to the operations room and the
remainder of the company area.Interior furnishings are basic government: a gray wall locker
without a lock and a green tube-frame bed with steel springs and a three-inch thick mattress. A
cupboard between the beds holds a small white sink, with cold water available a couple hours
each day. Walls and floors are plywood.Pilots in our company are split into two platoons, each
led by a captain. Above the platoon leaders are majors in charge of operations, administration
and maintenance. The executive officer is also a major, and our commanding officer is a
lieutenant colonel. Enlisted soldiers have the same administrative structure with different level
sergeants. We warrant officers are subordinate to lieutenants and just above the highest enlisted
grade. We hover in between.Each officer has an additional duty, such as motor pool officer,
supply officer or operations officer. The job of indigenous personnel officer lands on me; it
becomes my job to keep track of about twenty Vietnamese nationals working for our helicopter
company. Some jobs, such as pay officer, officer of the day, and tactical emergency crew, are



assigned on a rotation basis. Everyone keeps track of the Tactical Emergency List because
these are missions flown in dire situations: a wartime “Dial-O-for-Operator” response team for
ammo, guns and soldiers.Our company has sixteen Chinook helicopters. The Chinook is a
transport category helicopter manufactured by Boeing Airplane Company. It has two 2,650-
horsepower turbine engines and two main rotor systems interconnected by a series of drive
shafts so the rotors—overlapping twenty or so feet—won’t hit one another while they rotate. It
becomes a powered glider if one engine quits and a rock if both engines stop. Including rotor
blades, it’s more than ninety feet long and can carry 8,000 pounds of cargo internally, externally,
or in combination. Normally, we haul supplies externally, in slings under the aircraft. Chinooks
are so new we have a Boeing technical representative living with our company.The Army
requires 400 flight hours as a copilot before we can take the tests for aircraft commander. Given
we’re in a war, it takes three to four months to log the time. It’s said that by then we can discuss
the Chinook with the Boeing engineers who built it, and we’ll know things that not even they
know about their machine.The Chinook is a senior helicopter. In a normal world, the Army
wouldn’t allow new, inexperienced pilots like me to fly it. Large helicopters are traditionally an
incentive for pilot retention. However, difficult times call for innovative choices.As a new pilot, I fly
with “old-timers.” Old-timers see the end of their Vietnam tour, and some their Army careers,
both counting the days until they return to America. Some have become superstitious and don’t
want to know new pilots. Old-timers are too short in country and don’t want some new-guy
mistake to get them killed.Getting killed isn’t limited by anything. It’s like fate: tempt enough and
you will lose. Being new at anything is nerve-racking, but being new at war ratchets up nerve
ends. I keep my new mouth shut and my young eyes open wide.I strap myself into the right seat
of a Chinook for today’s firebase move. I have a headache. I ate some aspirin with my powered
eggs at the mess hall, and I’m still waiting for them to work.CW3 Horton climbs in next to me.
“Don’t touch anything,” is all he says. Just his presence takes the wind out of any sail within a
fifty-meter radius. He starts the Chinook and we leave the comfort of our revetment, a sandbag
walled parking stall, and Phu Hiep.We’re one of four Chinooks on a mission to move pieces of a
firebase to a location about fifteen kilometers west. The loads consist of six 105 mm howitzer
cannons; the fire control conex full of aiming computers; tons of ammunition; hundreds of men
with equipment; food stores, fuel, a Jeep mounted 106 mm recoilless rifle; and anything else
necessary to life on a firebase.The purpose of a firebase is to provide cannon fire support
against the enemy. The move goes fast; I’m getting the rhythm of the coordination and learning
the language.The bullet doesn’t make a sound as it enters the open cockpit window. It glances
off Horton’s ballistic helmet with a sharp pop. His head jerks toward me as the bullet embeds
itself in the overhead structure of the cockpit.“You okay, Horton?”His eyes look vacant: nobody
home.“Horton!” I yell into the intercom.We are just short of touching a 105 mm cannon to the
ground.“Down five, Sir,” our crew chief instructs while lying on his belly to look through the hook
well.I take control of the aircraft. The cannon lands in its sandbagged circle of its own
accord.“Release, release,” the crew chief says.I electrically release the cannon sling from the



helicopter’s belly hook. I push the right rudder pedal to turn to our departure heading and add
power to climb away from other incoming aircraft. “Horton’s been hit. We’re returning to base,” I
broadcast.“Any damage?” someone asks.“Nothing obvious.”Through the chin bubble, the
cockpit window below my feet, I see two soldiers firing machine guns downhill into the jungle at
the perimeter of the firebase.A Huey, a single engine utility helicopter, unloads four passengers
on the base and pulls up alongside our machine. “You look okay from here. We’ll check the other
side.”Our door gunners hang out their gun ports at the ends of their safety harnesses. “We’re
okay, Mister Weatherill. No damage left.”“No damage right,” comes a second reply.“We’re
breaking off, unless you want company,” the Huey driver says.“We’re good, thank you.”“What’s
good?” Horton mutters. “What the hell is going on?”“You were hit in the helmet. We’re going
home, get you a medic.”He takes over the controls and command of the aircraft. I take a moment
to light a cigarette.“You prick.” Horton grabs the cigarette out of my mouth and takes a deep
draw.“I guess that cigarette makes you a cock sucker by proxy, then.”It goes absolutely quiet in
the cockpit. War and a bad temperament. Not even a thank you. But somewhere along the way
my headache quit.When we land at Phu Hiep, I receive a message to visit the mess sergeant as
soon as I return to our company area; an indigenous personnel issue has arisen. The mess
sergeant has a revolt on his hands.The tension in the mess hall is solid and hot. A line of six
Vietnamese, five workers, and an ancient man in a gold-trimmed black robe stand along the
back wall of the kitchen. I’m assailed by the mess sergeant and Mr. Phong, one of our official
interpreters.Mr. Phong wears his usual black slacks, shined black shoes, and starched white
shirt. “Thank you for coming, Mister Weatherill,” he begins. “It seems, Sir, the workers are afraid
of having their blood taken.”“What crap,” the mess sergeant says, a cigarette bobbing from his
lips.“Why?” I ask. It makes no sense to me that a simple blood test could cause such a
ruckus.Mr. Phong introduces me to the Buddhist priest standing at the back of the kitchen and
relays my question. The man half bows and speaks in a soft voice. It’s his belief, and that of the
workers, that an American plot is afoot to drain each worker of his blood, one vial at a
time.“Nonsense!” the mess sergeant hisses.Mr. Phong takes what seems like a minute to relay
the sergeant’s single word.“Follow me,” I order.Our procession winds through the compound and
enters the front door of the battalion dispensary. I inform the doctor about our problem. Through
Mr. Phong, the doctor explains the bloodletting procedure as he takes a vial and a paper cup
from a drawer. He fills the vial with water, once for each worker, and pours the water into the cup.
It becomes obvious to everyone in the room that the total of all the blood samples would fill the
cup.The priest folds his arms in victory. When he does, I take off my shirt and lie on a stretcher at
the side of the room where the doctor extracts a pint of my blood. The priest gasps and harmony
returns.* * *The second cup of 5 a.m. coffee gives me an acid stomach as I walk up to the
Chinook for today’s sorties. I pile my helmet, chest plate and flak vest on the ramp at the back of
our helicopter.“I’ll do the preflight, Mister Weatherill,” CW3 Burrows says. “Just take your seat.”“I’d
like to watch, if that’s all right?”“I’m not sure you know enough to watch.”“How the hell am I
supposed to learn?”“Learn from someone else. Get aboard.”I climb onto the aft ramp, introduce



myself to the crew chief and gunners and settle into the cockpit.We fly north from Phu Hiep and
land in Qui Nhon to refuel. We’re to resupply American assets clearing Highway 19 westward
between Qui Nhon and An Khe. We carry a blivet, a 400-gallon rubber barrel of diesel fuel, to a
column of five armored personnel carriers, APCs, on the highway. Ahead of us, a Huey
approaches the armor column, and the last two armored personnel carriers stop to collect the
Huey’s load of C-rations and ammo.The forward three APCs continue to a wider clearing and
maneuver to form a protective circle to take delivery of our blivet of diesel fuel. The third armored
carrier turns just past the point where the first machines left the road and pitches over onto its
side, smoke pouring from its engine compartment.Burrows grunts. “Land mine.” We climb up to
the base of the clouds and orbit above the armor column.The first two armored personnel
carriers open fire into the tall grass and tree line around their position while the last two armored
vehicles hustle up the road to assist. The Huey flies over the crippled carrier, and the gunners
open up on the tree line. We see no return fire.“Hey, Windy Five, you’re not leaving are you? We
need that fuel.” It’s the lead armored vehicle.“No, we’re not leaving,” I radio back.“Who put you in
charge, Mister Weatherill?” Burrows cuts in.“Hey, Windy Five,” Armor Lead starts, “we’re running
on fumes.”“When you’re secure, we’ll come in,” Burrows answers.The Huey lays a defensive
perimeter over the armor column, while we hide under the clouds.“You need Dustoff?” the Huey
asks.“We don’t have time to wait for Dustoff. Come in here and get these guys,” Armor Lead
answers.The armor column comes into view on my side of the aircraft. I see men lying on the
ground, others attending their wounds. Personnel from the armor column are rigging a sling to
upright the overturned carrier.Without hesitation, the Huey banks to the center of the circle,
lands and takes the injured men aboard. Then, the Huey comes to a hover, pedal turns toward
Qui Nhon and departs to the east.“We can take the fuel, now,” Armor Lead calls.“Are you
declaring the area secure?” Burrows asks.“No, I’m not, but I need fuel,” Armor Lead
answers.One of our company Chinooks carrying a blivet of fuel flies alongside as we orbit over
the armor column.“Hey, Burrows, that you?” Company calls.“It’s not secure,” Burrows
answers.“Looks secure to us.” Company breaks off and begins an approach to the armor
column. “We’ll help these guys. You take your fuel on to An Khe.”“Roger that,” Burrows says.We
leave the orbit and fly west to deliver our blivet to An Khe. We then shuttle fuel between Qui
Nhon and An Khe all day. That evening we return to Phu Hiep.“What gives, Burrows?” I ask.
“They needed the fuel.”“If the place is not secure, I don’t go in.”“This is a war zone. What does
secure mean?”“You just saw what it means.”I go to our showers and fail to scrub off the shame I
feel, so I head to our little bar to attack it from the inside. Horton, Burrows and the other old-
timers, gathered in their clique, don’t give me the time of day. I get a scotch and lean against the
bar. Another young warrant nurses his drink at a table. I go over to introduce myself.“Antonio
Alesti,” he answers, and shakes my hand. His smile tips up the ends of his Clark Gable
mustache. He’s about six feet tall with olive skin. He reminds me of my Brooklyn cousins.“Been
here long?” I ask him.“The bar or the country?”“The 180th.”“Two months and two weeks,” he
says.“Just a couple weeks for me.”“Let me guess, Weatherill, you flew with Burrows? You were in



orbit over the armor column today. He made you feel less than honorable, I suspect.”“How do
you know that?”“Because his flying revolves around one condition: ‘Is it secure?’ Some guys
love him, and some guys don’t. I fall in with the latter. The way you keep looking his direction, it
looks like you do, too.”“This is not what I signed up for.” I swallow some scotch.“He calls it
‘irrational’ if you jeopardize your ship. A lot to be said for that.”“But the guys on the ground?”“We
were passing by, so we helped the armor column. The Huey crew helped the armor column. We
got him off the hook. We hung around and righted their injured APC. He wouldn’t have done that,
either.”“I wanted to bail out.”“That’s one good reason we don’t have parachutes; rotor blades are
another. Next time, give him some shit. Hell, give him a lot of shit. Instead of you trying not to fly
with him, he’ll find a way not to fly with you.”“Alesti, let me get you a drink.” I get up and walk to
the bar. I feel a grin working its way onto my face.“If that’s scotch in your glass,” he calls over, “I
think we like the same whiskey.”“It’s scotch.”“Draw two.”* * *Here at the 180th, I share a hooch
with a guy named Loft. We room together but are members of different flight platoons. He’s been
in country three months. I heard that after his first flight his instructor pilot came into the
company bar and whimpered through three martinis. After Loft’s fifth flight, nobody will fly with
him. Our commanding officer simply exiles Loft to Maintenance.“Damn it, Loft! Why can’t you
keep your hands to yourself?” I’m looking at stuff that wasn’t on my bed when I went out.“All you
do is bitch.”I unbutton my fatigue jacket and look around. “You rummage in my wall locker. You
use my clothes without asking, you eat my food stash, and now I walk in and you’re going
through my footlocker. Damn it, man, this is my stuff. You can go to jail for this.”Loft holds a
magazine from my footlocker in his hand. “I always put it back.”“That’s not the point!”I hear
footsteps and someone pauses outside our door.“Come in, damn it!”The shadow moves
on.“Look, Loft, it’s my stuff. I own it. It’s mine. Most of it came from the States and has serious
meaning to me.”“Sure, I understand.”My words just bounce off. “You touch my shit again... Aw,
just forget it. Hands off, Loft, that’s it, hands off!”“You should see the doc. I think you’re
troubled.”“You trouble me. I listen to you talk in your sleep every night I’m here. I ought to record
you. We’ll see who’s troubled. You’ve got some really strange requests.”Kudos for The Blades
Carry Me“[The author] writes a memoir/history book about not only his experiences as a U.S.
Army Chinook helicopter pilot in Vietnam — one of the finer books on … helicopter activity in
that war — but also as a humanist and his reactions to the war … A thrilling suspenseful
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reading experience and I highly recommend it.”–John Penny for The VHPA AviatorVietnam
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contribution to the great body of Vietnam War literature. I especially recommend it to anyone
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Letting Go and Hanging OnRiverside, CaliforniaAnnie and I are at my parents’ home, in the
bedroom where my older brother and I shared adolescent dreams and secrets, and planned
grand adventures. A balsa wood plane still dangles from the ceiling above the bed on my side of
the room.“There, did you feel it?” Beneath the covers, Annie presses my hand tighter against her
belly.“No,” I say, bemused by the thought that somebody no bigger than my thumb could make
enough commotion to be felt from outside. I snuggle my chest against Annie’s spine and breathe
into the back of her neck. “It’s probably just gas.”Her elbow shoots back and wings me in the ribs.
Her belly transmits a fleeting series of thumps to the palm of my hand.“God, it is real!” I lean into
her, pushed by solid wonder.I feel her body stiffen, and in a choked whisper she says, “He’s part
of you that will stay here with me—that I can hang onto. He’ll have your smile and your licorice
curls.”But I envision a skinny little girl with strawberry-blonde hair and a sprinkle of freckles; a kite
tugging at the string in her hand, taunting her to let it join the clouds.Annie turns over to face me.
“You’ll come back to us?”I’m not superstitious, but I’m afraid to answer. I leave tomorrow. I have a
ticket to Vietnam in my pocket. My thumb-size ticket to immortality cavorts, oblivious, in my wife’s
womb. Engulfed by the mystery of it all, I sleep as time circles the earth. In a blink it’s
tomorrow.My mother stands in front of the kitchen sink and squints out the window into the bright



Southern California morning. She’s said less and less as my thirty-day leave counted down to
day zero. She lights a filter cigarette and looks at me. “You’ll be careful, won’t you?” she asks in a
husky voice.“Yeah, Ma, I will.” I pick up a plate and stack on some pancakes.She passes me the
syrup. Then, her cigarette hanging from her lips, she fidgets with the rosary in her apron
pocket.“It’s okay with me if you wear that rosary out, you know.”“I’m scared, son.”“So am
I.”Riverside, California: AnnieJim and I climb into the family Oldsmobile with his parents and
sister. Fred drives and Marie sits in the front passenger seat. I snuggle in the back seat next to
Jim. He puts his arm around me and squeezes my shoulder. I lean into his chest. The fabric of
his uniform is rough on my cheek.His sixteen-year-old sister, Janie, sits like granite on the other
side of me and stares out the window. She’s made it clear she blames me for her brother’s half-
baked decision to enlist in the middle of a war. But she’s wrong; his score on the college
deferment exam put him in the bull’s-eye for the draft. Enlisting is a preemptive move toward his
dream of flying.Jim and I cling to each other as we move through the small Ontario International
Airport terminal. I study his face to burn his essence into my memory. He releases me to give
Janie a hug and kiss. Then, he shakes his father’s hand. Fred, retired military, salutes, and Jim
returns the honor. He grabs me again, and melts me with his embrace and kisses. Then, he
turns to his mother.Marie reaches up to her son. I see pain in her eyes and tension in her body
as she struggles with her feelings. She releases Jim and clears her throat. “You will be careful,”
she commands and pleads simultaneously.“Yeah, Ma, I will.” His eyes moisten, and he turns to
climb the stairs to the airplane.Now, Marie has seen two generations—husband and son—go to
war. A step behind, I send my husband off to Vietnam. I pray that someday I will not have to send
our child into battle, too.We stay to watch the airplane lift off, and then we drive back to
Riverside, where I will stay with Jim’s family while I finish my senior year of college. Fred
changes cars and drives to work. Janie takes off with a friend.“Let’s get our hair done,” Marie
suggests and forces a smile.A salon Marie frequents coincidentally has two empty chairs. My
hairdresser drones on and on about problems with her current boyfriend. How I envy that he is
still within her reach, even for the luxury of an argument. I sit with my hands on my belly and
concentrate on nudges from the life that combines Jim’s DNA and mine.As I pay at the reception
desk, Marie whispers something to the hairdresser. The hairdresser blushes, puts her hand to
her mouth, and looks at me as if I had just been diagnosed with some fatal disease. “I’m sorry. I
didn’t realize,” she begins.“It’s okay,” I interrupt and bolt for the door.Somewhere near the
International Date LineThe Pacific Ocean gleams with starlight, and the cloudless sky melts into
the black water. The flight is already six hours, and we’re only halfway across. Soldiers sleep all
around me. I close my eyes and recall my journey from college.I’m in the Army recruiting office in
San Bernardino, California, volunteering for helicopter flight school. Two days later, I’m on a
loaded Greyhound bus headed for the government induction center in Los Angeles. The first test
is given to about 800 of us in a room the size of a high school gymnasium. Half survive for the
second test. Day two, I work through flying, cartography and spatial orientation. Day three, the
remaining thirty-three of us take a flight physical; seven pass. Then, I’m interviewed by a panel of



Army officers. If they decide they want me, I must decide if I want them. We both say yes.A week
earlier, I was a university student on summer break. Now, I’m in line behind the pied piper of last
options. I remember the adage, “Be careful what you wish for.” I look at the pool of youth around
me and realize I’ve been drawn out in a cup.Riding on a Southern Airways DC-3, I arrive for
basic training at Fort Polk, Louisiana, and 1966 Louisiana “White Only” drinking fountains. Then
comes helicopter flight school and gallons of sweat in Mineral Wells, Texas. On leave back in
California, I kneel with Annie at the altar—a “2” painted on the soles of my Army shoes visible to
the congregation—then take her to Texas.After a transfer to Fort Rucker, Alabama, for
instrument, formation, survival and Huey helicopter training, I receive my wings and commission
as a Warrant Officer 1. I’m selected for CH-47 Chinook transition and learn to fly the large, twin
engine cargo helicopter. When that training ends, I have thirty days to take care of personal
business before I queue up for the Pacific crossing.A hand shakes my shoulder. “Sir, wake up,
please.”“Huh. What’s wrong?”“You were talking in your sleep.” The sergeant beside me answers.
“Something about flight school. You were getting pretty loud. I thought I should wake
you.”Outside, the sun peeks over the horizon behind us. “Where are we?” I ask.“The stewardess
said another five hours to Saigon.”“Five hours, huh? Thanks again for the heads up.”“No
problem, Sir. Maybe someday you’ll give me a ride in your helicopter.”“Any time.”I doze off and on
and wake to pressure pain in my ears. Out my window the water ends, and Asia
begins.Riverside, California: AnnieOur dog, Bonnie, presses her nose to the glass patio door
and bites her lip. She refuses to eat. She will not let me out of her sight except for her vigil at the
door. I push the door slightly open. Bonnie turns away and politely wags her tail.I lean down and
rub behind her ears. “Good girl, Bon. It’s okay,” I encourage her.Her ears perk up, but her eyes
are flat.I kneel down and put my arms around her neck. “Me, too,” I whisper in her
ear.VietnamOur World Airways plane arrives at the Tan Son Nhut Airport, Saigon, Republic of
Vietnam, give or take the International Date Line, the day before Thanksgiving 1967; Vietnam,
the new mailing address, the new order, the Far East under my feet. Welcome to grinding gears
and revving engines; blue and black exhaust clouds from every machine; paved and dirt streets
crammed with people on bicycles and old Lambretta motor-scooters; storefront signs with letters
that baffle me; people speaking a sing-song language.Welcome to life recycled: homes
sheathed with discarded aluminum; lamps from howitzer casings; children’s kites from parachute
panels dyed red, green, gold; people in blue, black, yellow and white clothes that look like silky,
airy, pajamas; round pyramid hats made of reeds, and sandals from old tire tread.Welcome to a
stench that rides the wind and makes us new guys cough and gag; life in a malaria-filled Asian
purgatory where some might never get cured. Fixed wing aircraft mix with helicopters overhead.
Razor sharp coils of concertina wire encircle our compounds, gun positions every hundred feet,
minefields, trip-flares, board sidewalks like Atlantic City. Sandbags piled around beds make
blinds from night fights and whistling mortars.Welcome to the distortion of waking crazed and
not knowing if the dream is really over, mixed with whiskey, 86-proof relief in $2 bottles―a
volatile norm.Your age doesn’t matter. Nothing matters except breathing, and air is normally



drawn through a tobacco tube of some sort. Yeah, welcome to Southeast Asia.Pacing in
transient hooches, sleeping quarters, I watch insects crawl across floors—large insects with
unknown names. The sun is bright, but I don’t notice until night, and night is filled with
longing.Riding helicopters and fixed wing aircraft, I work my way in country through Saigon,
Long Binh, Phan Thiet, Nha Trang, Tuy Hoa, and finally land in Phu Hiep. Having been three
days in country, I get to the 180th Assault Support Helicopter Company.In my descent into
Vietnam, people who befriended me during our journey from America are cut from our group:
three in Long Binh, slice; four more in Phan Thiet, slice; two in Nha Trang and then only me. Now,
no one knows my name. I feel invisible.“Mister Weatherill?” a corporal asks as I step off the Huey
that deposits me and my baggage in Phu Hiep.“What?”“Are you Mister Weatherill?”“I
am.”“Please follow me, Sir. I’ll take you to the transient hooch. You’ll in-process tomorrow
morning. They’ll move you to permanent hooch later.” My footlocker still in transit somewhere,
the corporal swings my duffel-bag onto his shoulder.“Any place to get some food, Corporal?” I
ask, looking around in the dark.“I’ll take you to the mess, Sir. It’s after hours but I’ll get you some
sandwiches. You can get a drink at the officers’ bar. I’ll take you there, too. Almost all the crews
are away on missions, but the bar is always open. It’s sort of a tradition.”I follow the corporal, like
a puppy with a new master, to my temporary quarters and drop my duffel. Then we go to the
mess, where I inhale two ham sandwiches.“What would you like, Sir?” the corporal asks, as we
enter the officers’ bar.“Scotch, please.”He pours me a glass of scotch and I take it back to the
transient hooch. I nurse it as long as I can before I fall asleep.In the morning, I walk into an
unfamiliar routine. I feel fully grown but that I know nothing. Then life changes. They hand me a
pistol, a survival kit and different colored malaria pills. I get a cloth “blood chit,” with an image of a
U.S. flag and a notice in dozens of languages offering a reward to anyone who offers aid if I’m
shot down. There’s more: a flak jacket, a chest plate designed to slow down bullets, a ballistic
flight helmet and plastic maps.Seven days from lying in my wife’s arms and feeling my
immortality, I’m flying with an instructor pilot, learning how to sling load a cannon from one
firebase to another. Seven days from my small, growing family, to bullets and mortars and trying
not to die from small new-guy mistakes.Riverside, California: AnnieIt’s been eight days since
Jim’s departure. He’s somewhere in Vietnam now. His absence creates a palpable void that
demands to be filled. I’ve already written several letters. His family and I eagerly await his letters
and tape recordings. It’s understood that I’ll share with his parents his communications to me. It
seems a fair exchange for a place to stay, and my Italian mother-in-law will make sure I eat
regularly. We will joyfully welcome evidence that Jim was fine when he sent his letters and tapes,
but brace ourselves for the anxiety of not knowing how he is at the moment we read or hear his
words.Jim’s father and I have become news junkies with insatiable cravings for tangible
connections to him. We grasp at any information. Television newscasts, the newspaper boy and
the mailman are our suppliers. Each evening, transfixed by monochrome flickers of the television
screen, we sit on the couch, and Bonnie lies on Fred’s feet. We cringe at ads for feminine
hygiene products and hemorrhoid relief as we scan each broadcast with hope and dread for



even a glimpse of Jim. Unsuccessful, we are torn between relief and dismay.Today, I spot a
headline in the newspaper. A Chinook was shot down. I give the paper to Fred when he gets
home from work. He glances at the headline and takes the paper to his bedroom.-1-Letting Go
and Hanging OnRiverside, CaliforniaAnnie and I are at my parents’ home, in the bedroom where
my older brother and I shared adolescent dreams and secrets, and planned grand adventures. A
balsa wood plane still dangles from the ceiling above the bed on my side of the room.“There, did
you feel it?” Beneath the covers, Annie presses my hand tighter against her belly.“No,” I say,
bemused by the thought that somebody no bigger than my thumb could make enough
commotion to be felt from outside. I snuggle my chest against Annie’s spine and breathe into the
back of her neck. “It’s probably just gas.”Her elbow shoots back and wings me in the ribs. Her
belly transmits a fleeting series of thumps to the palm of my hand.“God, it is real!” I lean into her,
pushed by solid wonder.I feel her body stiffen, and in a choked whisper she says, “He’s part of
you that will stay here with me—that I can hang onto. He’ll have your smile and your licorice
curls.”But I envision a skinny little girl with strawberry-blonde hair and a sprinkle of freckles; a kite
tugging at the string in her hand, taunting her to let it join the clouds.Annie turns over to face me.
“You’ll come back to us?”I’m not superstitious, but I’m afraid to answer. I leave tomorrow. I have a
ticket to Vietnam in my pocket. My thumb-size ticket to immortality cavorts, oblivious, in my wife’s
womb. Engulfed by the mystery of it all, I sleep as time circles the earth. In a blink it’s
tomorrow.My mother stands in front of the kitchen sink and squints out the window into the bright
Southern California morning. She’s said less and less as my thirty-day leave counted down to
day zero. She lights a filter cigarette and looks at me. “You’ll be careful, won’t you?” she asks in a
husky voice.“Yeah, Ma, I will.” I pick up a plate and stack on some pancakes.She passes me the
syrup. Then, her cigarette hanging from her lips, she fidgets with the rosary in her apron
pocket.“It’s okay with me if you wear that rosary out, you know.”“I’m scared, son.”“So am
I.”Riverside, California: AnnieJim and I climb into the family Oldsmobile with his parents and
sister. Fred drives and Marie sits in the front passenger seat. I snuggle in the back seat next to
Jim. He puts his arm around me and squeezes my shoulder. I lean into his chest. The fabric of
his uniform is rough on my cheek.His sixteen-year-old sister, Janie, sits like granite on the other
side of me and stares out the window. She’s made it clear she blames me for her brother’s half-
baked decision to enlist in the middle of a war. But she’s wrong; his score on the college
deferment exam put him in the bull’s-eye for the draft. Enlisting is a preemptive move toward his
dream of flying.Jim and I cling to each other as we move through the small Ontario International
Airport terminal. I study his face to burn his essence into my memory. He releases me to give
Janie a hug and kiss. Then, he shakes his father’s hand. Fred, retired military, salutes, and Jim
returns the honor. He grabs me again, and melts me with his embrace and kisses. Then, he
turns to his mother.Marie reaches up to her son. I see pain in her eyes and tension in her body
as she struggles with her feelings. She releases Jim and clears her throat. “You will be careful,”
she commands and pleads simultaneously.“Yeah, Ma, I will.” His eyes moisten, and he turns to
climb the stairs to the airplane.Now, Marie has seen two generations—husband and son—go to



war. A step behind, I send my husband off to Vietnam. I pray that someday I will not have to send
our child into battle, too.We stay to watch the airplane lift off, and then we drive back to
Riverside, where I will stay with Jim’s family while I finish my senior year of college. Fred
changes cars and drives to work. Janie takes off with a friend.“Let’s get our hair done,” Marie
suggests and forces a smile.A salon Marie frequents coincidentally has two empty chairs. My
hairdresser drones on and on about problems with her current boyfriend. How I envy that he is
still within her reach, even for the luxury of an argument. I sit with my hands on my belly and
concentrate on nudges from the life that combines Jim’s DNA and mine.As I pay at the reception
desk, Marie whispers something to the hairdresser. The hairdresser blushes, puts her hand to
her mouth, and looks at me as if I had just been diagnosed with some fatal disease. “I’m sorry. I
didn’t realize,” she begins.“It’s okay,” I interrupt and bolt for the door.Somewhere near the
International Date LineThe Pacific Ocean gleams with starlight, and the cloudless sky melts into
the black water. The flight is already six hours, and we’re only halfway across. Soldiers sleep all
around me. I close my eyes and recall my journey from college.I’m in the Army recruiting office in
San Bernardino, California, volunteering for helicopter flight school. Two days later, I’m on a
loaded Greyhound bus headed for the government induction center in Los Angeles. The first test
is given to about 800 of us in a room the size of a high school gymnasium. Half survive for the
second test. Day two, I work through flying, cartography and spatial orientation. Day three, the
remaining thirty-three of us take a flight physical; seven pass. Then, I’m interviewed by a panel of
Army officers. If they decide they want me, I must decide if I want them. We both say yes.A week
earlier, I was a university student on summer break. Now, I’m in line behind the pied piper of last
options. I remember the adage, “Be careful what you wish for.” I look at the pool of youth around
me and realize I’ve been drawn out in a cup.Riding on a Southern Airways DC-3, I arrive for
basic training at Fort Polk, Louisiana, and 1966 Louisiana “White Only” drinking fountains. Then
comes helicopter flight school and gallons of sweat in Mineral Wells, Texas. On leave back in
California, I kneel with Annie at the altar—a “2” painted on the soles of my Army shoes visible to
the congregation—then take her to Texas.After a transfer to Fort Rucker, Alabama, for
instrument, formation, survival and Huey helicopter training, I receive my wings and commission
as a Warrant Officer 1. I’m selected for CH-47 Chinook transition and learn to fly the large, twin
engine cargo helicopter. When that training ends, I have thirty days to take care of personal
business before I queue up for the Pacific crossing.A hand shakes my shoulder. “Sir, wake up,
please.”“Huh. What’s wrong?”“You were talking in your sleep.” The sergeant beside me answers.
“Something about flight school. You were getting pretty loud. I thought I should wake
you.”Outside, the sun peeks over the horizon behind us. “Where are we?” I ask.“The stewardess
said another five hours to Saigon.”“Five hours, huh? Thanks again for the heads up.”“No
problem, Sir. Maybe someday you’ll give me a ride in your helicopter.”“Any time.”I doze off and on
and wake to pressure pain in my ears. Out my window the water ends, and Asia
begins.Riverside, California: AnnieOur dog, Bonnie, presses her nose to the glass patio door
and bites her lip. She refuses to eat. She will not let me out of her sight except for her vigil at the



door. I push the door slightly open. Bonnie turns away and politely wags her tail.I lean down and
rub behind her ears. “Good girl, Bon. It’s okay,” I encourage her.Her ears perk up, but her eyes
are flat.I kneel down and put my arms around her neck. “Me, too,” I whisper in her
ear.VietnamOur World Airways plane arrives at the Tan Son Nhut Airport, Saigon, Republic of
Vietnam, give or take the International Date Line, the day before Thanksgiving 1967; Vietnam,
the new mailing address, the new order, the Far East under my feet. Welcome to grinding gears
and revving engines; blue and black exhaust clouds from every machine; paved and dirt streets
crammed with people on bicycles and old Lambretta motor-scooters; storefront signs with letters
that baffle me; people speaking a sing-song language.Welcome to life recycled: homes
sheathed with discarded aluminum; lamps from howitzer casings; children’s kites from parachute
panels dyed red, green, gold; people in blue, black, yellow and white clothes that look like silky,
airy, pajamas; round pyramid hats made of reeds, and sandals from old tire tread.Welcome to a
stench that rides the wind and makes us new guys cough and gag; life in a malaria-filled Asian
purgatory where some might never get cured. Fixed wing aircraft mix with helicopters overhead.
Razor sharp coils of concertina wire encircle our compounds, gun positions every hundred feet,
minefields, trip-flares, board sidewalks like Atlantic City. Sandbags piled around beds make
blinds from night fights and whistling mortars.Welcome to the distortion of waking crazed and
not knowing if the dream is really over, mixed with whiskey, 86-proof relief in $2 bottles―a
volatile norm.Your age doesn’t matter. Nothing matters except breathing, and air is normally
drawn through a tobacco tube of some sort. Yeah, welcome to Southeast Asia.Pacing in
transient hooches, sleeping quarters, I watch insects crawl across floors—large insects with
unknown names. The sun is bright, but I don’t notice until night, and night is filled with
longing.Riding helicopters and fixed wing aircraft, I work my way in country through Saigon,
Long Binh, Phan Thiet, Nha Trang, Tuy Hoa, and finally land in Phu Hiep. Having been three
days in country, I get to the 180th Assault Support Helicopter Company.In my descent into
Vietnam, people who befriended me during our journey from America are cut from our group:
three in Long Binh, slice; four more in Phan Thiet, slice; two in Nha Trang and then only me. Now,
no one knows my name. I feel invisible.“Mister Weatherill?” a corporal asks as I step off the Huey
that deposits me and my baggage in Phu Hiep.“What?”“Are you Mister Weatherill?”“I
am.”“Please follow me, Sir. I’ll take you to the transient hooch. You’ll in-process tomorrow
morning. They’ll move you to permanent hooch later.” My footlocker still in transit somewhere,
the corporal swings my duffel-bag onto his shoulder.“Any place to get some food, Corporal?” I
ask, looking around in the dark.“I’ll take you to the mess, Sir. It’s after hours but I’ll get you some
sandwiches. You can get a drink at the officers’ bar. I’ll take you there, too. Almost all the crews
are away on missions, but the bar is always open. It’s sort of a tradition.”I follow the corporal, like
a puppy with a new master, to my temporary quarters and drop my duffel. Then we go to the
mess, where I inhale two ham sandwiches.“What would you like, Sir?” the corporal asks, as we
enter the officers’ bar.“Scotch, please.”He pours me a glass of scotch and I take it back to the
transient hooch. I nurse it as long as I can before I fall asleep.In the morning, I walk into an



unfamiliar routine. I feel fully grown but that I know nothing. Then life changes. They hand me a
pistol, a survival kit and different colored malaria pills. I get a cloth “blood chit,” with an image of a
U.S. flag and a notice in dozens of languages offering a reward to anyone who offers aid if I’m
shot down. There’s more: a flak jacket, a chest plate designed to slow down bullets, a ballistic
flight helmet and plastic maps.Seven days from lying in my wife’s arms and feeling my
immortality, I’m flying with an instructor pilot, learning how to sling load a cannon from one
firebase to another. Seven days from my small, growing family, to bullets and mortars and trying
not to die from small new-guy mistakes.Riverside, California: AnnieIt’s been eight days since
Jim’s departure. He’s somewhere in Vietnam now. His absence creates a palpable void that
demands to be filled. I’ve already written several letters. His family and I eagerly await his letters
and tape recordings. It’s understood that I’ll share with his parents his communications to me. It
seems a fair exchange for a place to stay, and my Italian mother-in-law will make sure I eat
regularly. We will joyfully welcome evidence that Jim was fine when he sent his letters and tapes,
but brace ourselves for the anxiety of not knowing how he is at the moment we read or hear his
words.Jim’s father and I have become news junkies with insatiable cravings for tangible
connections to him. We grasp at any information. Television newscasts, the newspaper boy and
the mailman are our suppliers. Each evening, transfixed by monochrome flickers of the television
screen, we sit on the couch, and Bonnie lies on Fred’s feet. We cringe at ads for feminine
hygiene products and hemorrhoid relief as we scan each broadcast with hope and dread for
even a glimpse of Jim. Unsuccessful, we are torn between relief and dismay.Today, I spot a
headline in the newspaper. A Chinook was shot down. I give the paper to Fred when he gets
home from work. He glances at the headline and takes the paper to his bedroom.PART
2DECEMBER 1967356 DAYS TO GOPART 2DECEMBER 1967356 DAYS TO GO-2-The Way It
WorksVietnamA common wall of concertina wire joins our base to the west side of the village of
Phu Hiep. East of Phu Hiep is the South China Sea, north is Tuy Hoa Air Force Base, and south
is a contingent of Koreans with the White Horse Division. The base lies halfway down the coast
of South Vietnam from the DMZ (the demilitarized zone between North and South Vietnam), or
up the coast from Saigon, depending on how you look at a map.Our hooches are made of
lapstrake wood planking with corrugated steel roofs and mosquito netting at the eaves. Hooch
numbers are stenciled on screen doors. The hooches wrap like a giant U around a sand
courtyard. At the base of the U is a breezeway shortcut to the operations room and the
remainder of the company area.Interior furnishings are basic government: a gray wall locker
without a lock and a green tube-frame bed with steel springs and a three-inch thick mattress. A
cupboard between the beds holds a small white sink, with cold water available a couple hours
each day. Walls and floors are plywood.Pilots in our company are split into two platoons, each
led by a captain. Above the platoon leaders are majors in charge of operations, administration
and maintenance. The executive officer is also a major, and our commanding officer is a
lieutenant colonel. Enlisted soldiers have the same administrative structure with different level
sergeants. We warrant officers are subordinate to lieutenants and just above the highest enlisted



grade. We hover in between.Each officer has an additional duty, such as motor pool officer,
supply officer or operations officer. The job of indigenous personnel officer lands on me; it
becomes my job to keep track of about twenty Vietnamese nationals working for our helicopter
company. Some jobs, such as pay officer, officer of the day, and tactical emergency crew, are
assigned on a rotation basis. Everyone keeps track of the Tactical Emergency List because
these are missions flown in dire situations: a wartime “Dial-O-for-Operator” response team for
ammo, guns and soldiers.Our company has sixteen Chinook helicopters. The Chinook is a
transport category helicopter manufactured by Boeing Airplane Company. It has two 2,650-
horsepower turbine engines and two main rotor systems interconnected by a series of drive
shafts so the rotors—overlapping twenty or so feet—won’t hit one another while they rotate. It
becomes a powered glider if one engine quits and a rock if both engines stop. Including rotor
blades, it’s more than ninety feet long and can carry 8,000 pounds of cargo internally, externally,
or in combination. Normally, we haul supplies externally, in slings under the aircraft. Chinooks
are so new we have a Boeing technical representative living with our company.The Army
requires 400 flight hours as a copilot before we can take the tests for aircraft commander. Given
we’re in a war, it takes three to four months to log the time. It’s said that by then we can discuss
the Chinook with the Boeing engineers who built it, and we’ll know things that not even they
know about their machine.The Chinook is a senior helicopter. In a normal world, the Army
wouldn’t allow new, inexperienced pilots like me to fly it. Large helicopters are traditionally an
incentive for pilot retention. However, difficult times call for innovative choices.As a new pilot, I fly
with “old-timers.” Old-timers see the end of their Vietnam tour, and some their Army careers,
both counting the days until they return to America. Some have become superstitious and don’t
want to know new pilots. Old-timers are too short in country and don’t want some new-guy
mistake to get them killed.Getting killed isn’t limited by anything. It’s like fate: tempt enough and
you will lose. Being new at anything is nerve-racking, but being new at war ratchets up nerve
ends. I keep my new mouth shut and my young eyes open wide.I strap myself into the right seat
of a Chinook for today’s firebase move. I have a headache. I ate some aspirin with my powered
eggs at the mess hall, and I’m still waiting for them to work.CW3 Horton climbs in next to me.
“Don’t touch anything,” is all he says. Just his presence takes the wind out of any sail within a
fifty-meter radius. He starts the Chinook and we leave the comfort of our revetment, a sandbag
walled parking stall, and Phu Hiep.We’re one of four Chinooks on a mission to move pieces of a
firebase to a location about fifteen kilometers west. The loads consist of six 105 mm howitzer
cannons; the fire control conex full of aiming computers; tons of ammunition; hundreds of men
with equipment; food stores, fuel, a Jeep mounted 106 mm recoilless rifle; and anything else
necessary to life on a firebase.The purpose of a firebase is to provide cannon fire support
against the enemy. The move goes fast; I’m getting the rhythm of the coordination and learning
the language.The bullet doesn’t make a sound as it enters the open cockpit window. It glances
off Horton’s ballistic helmet with a sharp pop. His head jerks toward me as the bullet embeds
itself in the overhead structure of the cockpit.“You okay, Horton?”His eyes look vacant: nobody



home.“Horton!” I yell into the intercom.We are just short of touching a 105 mm cannon to the
ground.“Down five, Sir,” our crew chief instructs while lying on his belly to look through the hook
well.I take control of the aircraft. The cannon lands in its sandbagged circle of its own
accord.“Release, release,” the crew chief says.I electrically release the cannon sling from the
helicopter’s belly hook. I push the right rudder pedal to turn to our departure heading and add
power to climb away from other incoming aircraft. “Horton’s been hit. We’re returning to base,” I
broadcast.“Any damage?” someone asks.“Nothing obvious.”Through the chin bubble, the
cockpit window below my feet, I see two soldiers firing machine guns downhill into the jungle at
the perimeter of the firebase.A Huey, a single engine utility helicopter, unloads four passengers
on the base and pulls up alongside our machine. “You look okay from here. We’ll check the other
side.”Our door gunners hang out their gun ports at the ends of their safety harnesses. “We’re
okay, Mister Weatherill. No damage left.”“No damage right,” comes a second reply.“We’re
breaking off, unless you want company,” the Huey driver says.“We’re good, thank you.”“What’s
good?” Horton mutters. “What the hell is going on?”“You were hit in the helmet. We’re going
home, get you a medic.”He takes over the controls and command of the aircraft. I take a moment
to light a cigarette.“You prick.” Horton grabs the cigarette out of my mouth and takes a deep
draw.“I guess that cigarette makes you a cock sucker by proxy, then.”It goes absolutely quiet in
the cockpit. War and a bad temperament. Not even a thank you. But somewhere along the way
my headache quit.When we land at Phu Hiep, I receive a message to visit the mess sergeant as
soon as I return to our company area; an indigenous personnel issue has arisen. The mess
sergeant has a revolt on his hands.The tension in the mess hall is solid and hot. A line of six
Vietnamese, five workers, and an ancient man in a gold-trimmed black robe stand along the
back wall of the kitchen. I’m assailed by the mess sergeant and Mr. Phong, one of our official
interpreters.Mr. Phong wears his usual black slacks, shined black shoes, and starched white
shirt. “Thank you for coming, Mister Weatherill,” he begins. “It seems, Sir, the workers are afraid
of having their blood taken.”“What crap,” the mess sergeant says, a cigarette bobbing from his
lips.“Why?” I ask. It makes no sense to me that a simple blood test could cause such a
ruckus.Mr. Phong introduces me to the Buddhist priest standing at the back of the kitchen and
relays my question. The man half bows and speaks in a soft voice. It’s his belief, and that of the
workers, that an American plot is afoot to drain each worker of his blood, one vial at a
time.“Nonsense!” the mess sergeant hisses.Mr. Phong takes what seems like a minute to relay
the sergeant’s single word.“Follow me,” I order.Our procession winds through the compound and
enters the front door of the battalion dispensary. I inform the doctor about our problem. Through
Mr. Phong, the doctor explains the bloodletting procedure as he takes a vial and a paper cup
from a drawer. He fills the vial with water, once for each worker, and pours the water into the cup.
It becomes obvious to everyone in the room that the total of all the blood samples would fill the
cup.The priest folds his arms in victory. When he does, I take off my shirt and lie on a stretcher at
the side of the room where the doctor extracts a pint of my blood. The priest gasps and harmony
returns.* * *The second cup of 5 a.m. coffee gives me an acid stomach as I walk up to the



Chinook for today’s sorties. I pile my helmet, chest plate and flak vest on the ramp at the back of
our helicopter.“I’ll do the preflight, Mister Weatherill,” CW3 Burrows says. “Just take your seat.”“I’d
like to watch, if that’s all right?”“I’m not sure you know enough to watch.”“How the hell am I
supposed to learn?”“Learn from someone else. Get aboard.”I climb onto the aft ramp, introduce
myself to the crew chief and gunners and settle into the cockpit.We fly north from Phu Hiep and
land in Qui Nhon to refuel. We’re to resupply American assets clearing Highway 19 westward
between Qui Nhon and An Khe. We carry a blivet, a 400-gallon rubber barrel of diesel fuel, to a
column of five armored personnel carriers, APCs, on the highway. Ahead of us, a Huey
approaches the armor column, and the last two armored personnel carriers stop to collect the
Huey’s load of C-rations and ammo.The forward three APCs continue to a wider clearing and
maneuver to form a protective circle to take delivery of our blivet of diesel fuel. The third armored
carrier turns just past the point where the first machines left the road and pitches over onto its
side, smoke pouring from its engine compartment.Burrows grunts. “Land mine.” We climb up to
the base of the clouds and orbit above the armor column.The first two armored personnel
carriers open fire into the tall grass and tree line around their position while the last two armored
vehicles hustle up the road to assist. The Huey flies over the crippled carrier, and the gunners
open up on the tree line. We see no return fire.“Hey, Windy Five, you’re not leaving are you? We
need that fuel.” It’s the lead armored vehicle.“No, we’re not leaving,” I radio back.“Who put you in
charge, Mister Weatherill?” Burrows cuts in.“Hey, Windy Five,” Armor Lead starts, “we’re running
on fumes.”“When you’re secure, we’ll come in,” Burrows answers.The Huey lays a defensive
perimeter over the armor column, while we hide under the clouds.“You need Dustoff?” the Huey
asks.“We don’t have time to wait for Dustoff. Come in here and get these guys,” Armor Lead
answers.The armor column comes into view on my side of the aircraft. I see men lying on the
ground, others attending their wounds. Personnel from the armor column are rigging a sling to
upright the overturned carrier.Without hesitation, the Huey banks to the center of the circle,
lands and takes the injured men aboard. Then, the Huey comes to a hover, pedal turns toward
Qui Nhon and departs to the east.“We can take the fuel, now,” Armor Lead calls.“Are you
declaring the area secure?” Burrows asks.“No, I’m not, but I need fuel,” Armor Lead
answers.One of our company Chinooks carrying a blivet of fuel flies alongside as we orbit over
the armor column.“Hey, Burrows, that you?” Company calls.“It’s not secure,” Burrows
answers.“Looks secure to us.” Company breaks off and begins an approach to the armor
column. “We’ll help these guys. You take your fuel on to An Khe.”“Roger that,” Burrows says.We
leave the orbit and fly west to deliver our blivet to An Khe. We then shuttle fuel between Qui
Nhon and An Khe all day. That evening we return to Phu Hiep.“What gives, Burrows?” I ask.
“They needed the fuel.”“If the place is not secure, I don’t go in.”“This is a war zone. What does
secure mean?”“You just saw what it means.”I go to our showers and fail to scrub off the shame I
feel, so I head to our little bar to attack it from the inside. Horton, Burrows and the other old-
timers, gathered in their clique, don’t give me the time of day. I get a scotch and lean against the
bar. Another young warrant nurses his drink at a table. I go over to introduce myself.“Antonio



Alesti,” he answers, and shakes my hand. His smile tips up the ends of his Clark Gable
mustache. He’s about six feet tall with olive skin. He reminds me of my Brooklyn cousins.“Been
here long?” I ask him.“The bar or the country?”“The 180th.”“Two months and two weeks,” he
says.“Just a couple weeks for me.”“Let me guess, Weatherill, you flew with Burrows? You were in
orbit over the armor column today. He made you feel less than honorable, I suspect.”“How do
you know that?”“Because his flying revolves around one condition: ‘Is it secure?’ Some guys
love him, and some guys don’t. I fall in with the latter. The way you keep looking his direction, it
looks like you do, too.”“This is not what I signed up for.” I swallow some scotch.“He calls it
‘irrational’ if you jeopardize your ship. A lot to be said for that.”“But the guys on the ground?”“We
were passing by, so we helped the armor column. The Huey crew helped the armor column. We
got him off the hook. We hung around and righted their injured APC. He wouldn’t have done that,
either.”“I wanted to bail out.”“That’s one good reason we don’t have parachutes; rotor blades are
another. Next time, give him some shit. Hell, give him a lot of shit. Instead of you trying not to fly
with him, he’ll find a way not to fly with you.”“Alesti, let me get you a drink.” I get up and walk to
the bar. I feel a grin working its way onto my face.“If that’s scotch in your glass,” he calls over, “I
think we like the same whiskey.”“It’s scotch.”“Draw two.”* * *Here at the 180th, I share a hooch
with a guy named Loft. We room together but are members of different flight platoons. He’s been
in country three months. I heard that after his first flight his instructor pilot came into the
company bar and whimpered through three martinis. After Loft’s fifth flight, nobody will fly with
him. Our commanding officer simply exiles Loft to Maintenance.“Damn it, Loft! Why can’t you
keep your hands to yourself?” I’m looking at stuff that wasn’t on my bed when I went out.“All you
do is bitch.”I unbutton my fatigue jacket and look around. “You rummage in my wall locker. You
use my clothes without asking, you eat my food stash, and now I walk in and you’re going
through my footlocker. Damn it, man, this is my stuff. You can go to jail for this.”Loft holds a
magazine from my footlocker in his hand. “I always put it back.”“That’s not the point!”I hear
footsteps and someone pauses outside our door.“Come in, damn it!”The shadow moves
on.“Look, Loft, it’s my stuff. I own it. It’s mine. Most of it came from the States and has serious
meaning to me.”“Sure, I understand.”My words just bounce off. “You touch my shit again... Aw,
just forget it. Hands off, Loft, that’s it, hands off!”“You should see the doc. I think you’re
troubled.”“You trouble me. I listen to you talk in your sleep every night I’m here. I ought to record
you. We’ll see who’s troubled. You’ve got some really strange requests.”-2-The Way It
WorksVietnamA common wall of concertina wire joins our base to the west side of the village of
Phu Hiep. East of Phu Hiep is the South China Sea, north is Tuy Hoa Air Force Base, and south
is a contingent of Koreans with the White Horse Division. The base lies halfway down the coast
of South Vietnam from the DMZ (the demilitarized zone between North and South Vietnam), or
up the coast from Saigon, depending on how you look at a map.Our hooches are made of
lapstrake wood planking with corrugated steel roofs and mosquito netting at the eaves. Hooch
numbers are stenciled on screen doors. The hooches wrap like a giant U around a sand
courtyard. At the base of the U is a breezeway shortcut to the operations room and the



remainder of the company area.Interior furnishings are basic government: a gray wall locker
without a lock and a green tube-frame bed with steel springs and a three-inch thick mattress. A
cupboard between the beds holds a small white sink, with cold water available a couple hours
each day. Walls and floors are plywood.Pilots in our company are split into two platoons, each
led by a captain. Above the platoon leaders are majors in charge of operations, administration
and maintenance. The executive officer is also a major, and our commanding officer is a
lieutenant colonel. Enlisted soldiers have the same administrative structure with different level
sergeants. We warrant officers are subordinate to lieutenants and just above the highest enlisted
grade. We hover in between.Each officer has an additional duty, such as motor pool officer,
supply officer or operations officer. The job of indigenous personnel officer lands on me; it
becomes my job to keep track of about twenty Vietnamese nationals working for our helicopter
company. Some jobs, such as pay officer, officer of the day, and tactical emergency crew, are
assigned on a rotation basis. Everyone keeps track of the Tactical Emergency List because
these are missions flown in dire situations: a wartime “Dial-O-for-Operator” response team for
ammo, guns and soldiers.Our company has sixteen Chinook helicopters. The Chinook is a
transport category helicopter manufactured by Boeing Airplane Company. It has two 2,650-
horsepower turbine engines and two main rotor systems interconnected by a series of drive
shafts so the rotors—overlapping twenty or so feet—won’t hit one another while they rotate. It
becomes a powered glider if one engine quits and a rock if both engines stop. Including rotor
blades, it’s more than ninety feet long and can carry 8,000 pounds of cargo internally, externally,
or in combination. Normally, we haul supplies externally, in slings under the aircraft. Chinooks
are so new we have a Boeing technical representative living with our company.The Army
requires 400 flight hours as a copilot before we can take the tests for aircraft commander. Given
we’re in a war, it takes three to four months to log the time. It’s said that by then we can discuss
the Chinook with the Boeing engineers who built it, and we’ll know things that not even they
know about their machine.The Chinook is a senior helicopter. In a normal world, the Army
wouldn’t allow new, inexperienced pilots like me to fly it. Large helicopters are traditionally an
incentive for pilot retention. However, difficult times call for innovative choices.As a new pilot, I fly
with “old-timers.” Old-timers see the end of their Vietnam tour, and some their Army careers,
both counting the days until they return to America. Some have become superstitious and don’t
want to know new pilots. Old-timers are too short in country and don’t want some new-guy
mistake to get them killed.Getting killed isn’t limited by anything. It’s like fate: tempt enough and
you will lose. Being new at anything is nerve-racking, but being new at war ratchets up nerve
ends. I keep my new mouth shut and my young eyes open wide.I strap myself into the right seat
of a Chinook for today’s firebase move. I have a headache. I ate some aspirin with my powered
eggs at the mess hall, and I’m still waiting for them to work.CW3 Horton climbs in next to me.
“Don’t touch anything,” is all he says. Just his presence takes the wind out of any sail within a
fifty-meter radius. He starts the Chinook and we leave the comfort of our revetment, a sandbag
walled parking stall, and Phu Hiep.We’re one of four Chinooks on a mission to move pieces of a



firebase to a location about fifteen kilometers west. The loads consist of six 105 mm howitzer
cannons; the fire control conex full of aiming computers; tons of ammunition; hundreds of men
with equipment; food stores, fuel, a Jeep mounted 106 mm recoilless rifle; and anything else
necessary to life on a firebase.The purpose of a firebase is to provide cannon fire support
against the enemy. The move goes fast; I’m getting the rhythm of the coordination and learning
the language.The bullet doesn’t make a sound as it enters the open cockpit window. It glances
off Horton’s ballistic helmet with a sharp pop. His head jerks toward me as the bullet embeds
itself in the overhead structure of the cockpit.“You okay, Horton?”His eyes look vacant: nobody
home.“Horton!” I yell into the intercom.We are just short of touching a 105 mm cannon to the
ground.“Down five, Sir,” our crew chief instructs while lying on his belly to look through the hook
well.I take control of the aircraft. The cannon lands in its sandbagged circle of its own
accord.“Release, release,” the crew chief says.I electrically release the cannon sling from the
helicopter’s belly hook. I push the right rudder pedal to turn to our departure heading and add
power to climb away from other incoming aircraft. “Horton’s been hit. We’re returning to base,” I
broadcast.“Any damage?” someone asks.“Nothing obvious.”Through the chin bubble, the
cockpit window below my feet, I see two soldiers firing machine guns downhill into the jungle at
the perimeter of the firebase.A Huey, a single engine utility helicopter, unloads four passengers
on the base and pulls up alongside our machine. “You look okay from here. We’ll check the other
side.”Our door gunners hang out their gun ports at the ends of their safety harnesses. “We’re
okay, Mister Weatherill. No damage left.”“No damage right,” comes a second reply.“We’re
breaking off, unless you want company,” the Huey driver says.“We’re good, thank you.”“What’s
good?” Horton mutters. “What the hell is going on?”“You were hit in the helmet. We’re going
home, get you a medic.”He takes over the controls and command of the aircraft. I take a moment
to light a cigarette.“You prick.” Horton grabs the cigarette out of my mouth and takes a deep
draw.“I guess that cigarette makes you a cock sucker by proxy, then.”It goes absolutely quiet in
the cockpit. War and a bad temperament. Not even a thank you. But somewhere along the way
my headache quit.When we land at Phu Hiep, I receive a message to visit the mess sergeant as
soon as I return to our company area; an indigenous personnel issue has arisen. The mess
sergeant has a revolt on his hands.The tension in the mess hall is solid and hot. A line of six
Vietnamese, five workers, and an ancient man in a gold-trimmed black robe stand along the
back wall of the kitchen. I’m assailed by the mess sergeant and Mr. Phong, one of our official
interpreters.Mr. Phong wears his usual black slacks, shined black shoes, and starched white
shirt. “Thank you for coming, Mister Weatherill,” he begins. “It seems, Sir, the workers are afraid
of having their blood taken.”“What crap,” the mess sergeant says, a cigarette bobbing from his
lips.“Why?” I ask. It makes no sense to me that a simple blood test could cause such a
ruckus.Mr. Phong introduces me to the Buddhist priest standing at the back of the kitchen and
relays my question. The man half bows and speaks in a soft voice. It’s his belief, and that of the
workers, that an American plot is afoot to drain each worker of his blood, one vial at a
time.“Nonsense!” the mess sergeant hisses.Mr. Phong takes what seems like a minute to relay



the sergeant’s single word.“Follow me,” I order.Our procession winds through the compound and
enters the front door of the battalion dispensary. I inform the doctor about our problem. Through
Mr. Phong, the doctor explains the bloodletting procedure as he takes a vial and a paper cup
from a drawer. He fills the vial with water, once for each worker, and pours the water into the cup.
It becomes obvious to everyone in the room that the total of all the blood samples would fill the
cup.The priest folds his arms in victory. When he does, I take off my shirt and lie on a stretcher at
the side of the room where the doctor extracts a pint of my blood. The priest gasps and harmony
returns.* * *The second cup of 5 a.m. coffee gives me an acid stomach as I walk up to the
Chinook for today’s sorties. I pile my helmet, chest plate and flak vest on the ramp at the back of
our helicopter.“I’ll do the preflight, Mister Weatherill,” CW3 Burrows says. “Just take your seat.”“I’d
like to watch, if that’s all right?”“I’m not sure you know enough to watch.”“How the hell am I
supposed to learn?”“Learn from someone else. Get aboard.”I climb onto the aft ramp, introduce
myself to the crew chief and gunners and settle into the cockpit.We fly north from Phu Hiep and
land in Qui Nhon to refuel. We’re to resupply American assets clearing Highway 19 westward
between Qui Nhon and An Khe. We carry a blivet, a 400-gallon rubber barrel of diesel fuel, to a
column of five armored personnel carriers, APCs, on the highway. Ahead of us, a Huey
approaches the armor column, and the last two armored personnel carriers stop to collect the
Huey’s load of C-rations and ammo.The forward three APCs continue to a wider clearing and
maneuver to form a protective circle to take delivery of our blivet of diesel fuel. The third armored
carrier turns just past the point where the first machines left the road and pitches over onto its
side, smoke pouring from its engine compartment.Burrows grunts. “Land mine.” We climb up to
the base of the clouds and orbit above the armor column.The first two armored personnel
carriers open fire into the tall grass and tree line around their position while the last two armored
vehicles hustle up the road to assist. The Huey flies over the crippled carrier, and the gunners
open up on the tree line. We see no return fire.“Hey, Windy Five, you’re not leaving are you? We
need that fuel.” It’s the lead armored vehicle.“No, we’re not leaving,” I radio back.“Who put you in
charge, Mister Weatherill?” Burrows cuts in.“Hey, Windy Five,” Armor Lead starts, “we’re running
on fumes.”“When you’re secure, we’ll come in,” Burrows answers.The Huey lays a defensive
perimeter over the armor column, while we hide under the clouds.“You need Dustoff?” the Huey
asks.“We don’t have time to wait for Dustoff. Come in here and get these guys,” Armor Lead
answers.The armor column comes into view on my side of the aircraft. I see men lying on the
ground, others attending their wounds. Personnel from the armor column are rigging a sling to
upright the overturned carrier.Without hesitation, the Huey banks to the center of the circle,
lands and takes the injured men aboard. Then, the Huey comes to a hover, pedal turns toward
Qui Nhon and departs to the east.“We can take the fuel, now,” Armor Lead calls.“Are you
declaring the area secure?” Burrows asks.“No, I’m not, but I need fuel,” Armor Lead
answers.One of our company Chinooks carrying a blivet of fuel flies alongside as we orbit over
the armor column.“Hey, Burrows, that you?” Company calls.“It’s not secure,” Burrows
answers.“Looks secure to us.” Company breaks off and begins an approach to the armor



column. “We’ll help these guys. You take your fuel on to An Khe.”“Roger that,” Burrows says.We
leave the orbit and fly west to deliver our blivet to An Khe. We then shuttle fuel between Qui
Nhon and An Khe all day. That evening we return to Phu Hiep.“What gives, Burrows?” I ask.
“They needed the fuel.”“If the place is not secure, I don’t go in.”“This is a war zone. What does
secure mean?”“You just saw what it means.”I go to our showers and fail to scrub off the shame I
feel, so I head to our little bar to attack it from the inside. Horton, Burrows and the other old-
timers, gathered in their clique, don’t give me the time of day. I get a scotch and lean against the
bar. Another young warrant nurses his drink at a table. I go over to introduce myself.“Antonio
Alesti,” he answers, and shakes my hand. His smile tips up the ends of his Clark Gable
mustache. He’s about six feet tall with olive skin. He reminds me of my Brooklyn cousins.“Been
here long?” I ask him.“The bar or the country?”“The 180th.”“Two months and two weeks,” he
says.“Just a couple weeks for me.”“Let me guess, Weatherill, you flew with Burrows? You were in
orbit over the armor column today. He made you feel less than honorable, I suspect.”“How do
you know that?”“Because his flying revolves around one condition: ‘Is it secure?’ Some guys
love him, and some guys don’t. I fall in with the latter. The way you keep looking his direction, it
looks like you do, too.”“This is not what I signed up for.” I swallow some scotch.“He calls it
‘irrational’ if you jeopardize your ship. A lot to be said for that.”“But the guys on the ground?”“We
were passing by, so we helped the armor column. The Huey crew helped the armor column. We
got him off the hook. We hung around and righted their injured APC. He wouldn’t have done that,
either.”“I wanted to bail out.”“That’s one good reason we don’t have parachutes; rotor blades are
another. Next time, give him some shit. Hell, give him a lot of shit. Instead of you trying not to fly
with him, he’ll find a way not to fly with you.”“Alesti, let me get you a drink.” I get up and walk to
the bar. I feel a grin working its way onto my face.“If that’s scotch in your glass,” he calls over, “I
think we like the same whiskey.”“It’s scotch.”“Draw two.”* * *Here at the 180th, I share a hooch
with a guy named Loft. We room together but are members of different flight platoons. He’s been
in country three months. I heard that after his first flight his instructor pilot came into the
company bar and whimpered through three martinis. After Loft’s fifth flight, nobody will fly with
him. Our commanding officer simply exiles Loft to Maintenance.“Damn it, Loft! Why can’t you
keep your hands to yourself?” I’m looking at stuff that wasn’t on my bed when I went out.“All you
do is bitch.”I unbutton my fatigue jacket and look around. “You rummage in my wall locker. You
use my clothes without asking, you eat my food stash, and now I walk in and you’re going
through my footlocker. Damn it, man, this is my stuff. You can go to jail for this.”Loft holds a
magazine from my footlocker in his hand. “I always put it back.”“That’s not the point!”I hear
footsteps and someone pauses outside our door.“Come in, damn it!”The shadow moves
on.“Look, Loft, it’s my stuff. I own it. It’s mine. Most of it came from the States and has serious
meaning to me.”“Sure, I understand.”My words just bounce off. “You touch my shit again... Aw,
just forget it. Hands off, Loft, that’s it, hands off!”“You should see the doc. I think you’re
troubled.”“You trouble me. I listen to you talk in your sleep every night I’m here. I ought to record
you. We’ll see who’s troubled. You’ve got some really strange requests.”
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Amy A. Fitzpatrick, “Underrated Birds. The Chinook is an unsung hero of the war. Great story
told by a pilot, and his wife offers her unique perspective too. Fun fact; my dad rotated home at
the same time Mr. Weatherill entered the combat zone. Check out his memoir, "Duster Duty,
1967".”

Ebook Library Reader, “A powerful memoir with a unique feel.. Some memoirs (even though I do
enjoy every one) have almost a "cookie-cutter" feel to them, being so similar in format & feel to
many others I've read. Months and years later I have difficulty telling one from another when I
sort them in my mind. A few memoirs though, including this one, truly stand apart with a unique
"feel" to the story, and convey powerful and sometimes emotional messages that tend to last
better in my aging mind.There were spelling and grammar errors scattered throughout, but far
fewer here than in many others I've read. But memoirs are the one place where that doesn't
bother me. If anything it helps add to the personal feel of the story.If I had one complaint about
this memoir, is that I was a bit sad to have it end. Here and there throughout the book there are
parts where I wish there were more details. I'm not referring to personal topics the author may
not want to describe in detail, but merely a few parts where the author's memories likely just
didn't retain the information. I would have liked to hear more, but such is life.I'm very grateful to
this author and his wife, for his service and their sacrifice, and for sharing their memories with
us.”

jeff savournin, “22 year old. I was in the service the same time but so much I didn’t know. His wife
gives her view which makes very interesting state side. Totally different than Written by old lifers.
Took me a while To fInish as I lost many friends.”

Erl Gould Purnell, “Six Stars. Jim & Anne Weatherill have conspired to write the most lucid,
gripping account of Vietnam service I’ve read. Both are fine writers which raises their stock
immediately in the war memoirs genre. Particularly effective is that they write in the present
tense. Thus, the reader is present to the action and emotions in a visceral way.Anne’s
perspective is thoughtful and emblematic of the struggles of the homefront. She’s strong and
brave and then a new mom to boot. What a year she had! And, there she was at LAX to embrace
her husband and introduce him to their then eight month old daughter. Touching. Including
Anne’s perspective brings the book a life not found in other military stories. Thanks for that.Jim
Weatherill—Windy 70—is the poster child for Army aviation. A Warrant Officer, he overcomes
the bias of commissioned officers and proves himself worthy in every way and finally as an
instructor pilot. The friendships and harrowing experiences he lives through are breath taking.
Such skill and courage are exemplary. He did his job exquisitely and ever-so skillfully but he did
so much more. When he left Vietnam, the local mama sans, civilian workers and children gave
him a surprise parade in thanks for a playground he built for them early in his tour.I was a Naval



Aviator (helicopters) and combat free from 1969-73 but my brother was a Warrant officer flying
Chinooks for the Army in 1968-69. He doesn’t talk much about his time in Nam but now I know
some of what he went through. Jim Weatherill, hand salute and thank you.”

Fred Penning, “and Jim does an excellent job describing the non-routine missions. As a Marine
CH-46 pilot whose tour in Viet Nam overlapped Mr. Weatherill's, I appreciated his ability to
convey the importance of the work the heavy lift helicopters contributed to the war effort. Being
a true "helicopter" war means more than gunships supporting troops and slicks med-evacing
wounded. The majority of hours flown were accomplished by the workhorses of these two
services, the Army's CH-47 and the Marine's CH-46. Most of the missions flown were resupply,
hauling cargo, munitions, food/water and personnel, and much of the time it was routine.
Occasionally, sometimes often, and Jim does an excellent job describing the non-routine
missions, the flying was dicey and dangerous. Enemy fire certainly raised the level of danger
involved, but inclement weather and night flying were equally demanding situations. Well written
regarding the aeronautical, mechanical and logistical side of the war.Jim's accounts were even
more insightful in terms of describing emotional and physical demands placed on such young
folks placed into such positions of responsibility and accountability. As a Marine aviation officer,
I appreciated not being put into dangerous situations by superiors who had little aviation
knowledge or didn't understand the requirements needed to accomplish a mission safely and
effectively. Army pilots were sometimes commanded by Artillery or Infantry officers whose
training or experiences may or may not have included understanding aviation tactics or
capabilities.As a literature major, I enjoyed the style of writing and ease of transition between Jim
and Annie. I expect non-combat experienced folks wil gain as much insight into heavy-lift
helicopter operations as they would from Karl Malantes novel about Marine ground forces
(grunts) in Viet Nam.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Worth reading.. Well written account of a Chinook pilots experience in
Vietnam. Sometimes it was hard reading as it felt like too much was happening at once,
however this adds to the overall impact of flying in a war zone.”

Stefan, “Excellent!. Excellent!”

The book by Ronnie Waters has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 235 people have provided feedback.
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